1. Reading Assignment I: Chapter 7 Hertzberg [Not Section 7.7.7] (Due Feb. 2, 2010)
2. Reading Assignment II: Chapter 8 Hertzberg (Due Feb. 16, 2010)
3. Reading Assignment III: Chapter 12 Hertzberg (Due Mar. 4, 2010)
4. Reading Assignment IV: Chapter 13 Hertzberg (Due Mar. 30, 2010)
5. Reading Assignment V: Chapter 5 Hertzberg (Due Apr. 8, 2010)
6. Reading Assignment VI: Chapter 17 Callister [On Reserve] (Due Apr. 13, 2010)
7. Reading Assignment VII: Chapter 11 Hertzberg (Due Apr. 15, 2010)
8. Reading Assignment VIII: Chapter 1 (Pages 1-8), Chapter 3 (Pages 121-207) Brooks (Due Apr. 20, 2010)
9. Reading Assignment IX: Chapter 2: 2.3, 2.8, 2.10, 2.11, Chapter 4 Brooks (Due Apr. 29, 2010)
10. Reading Assignment X: Chapter 7 (Pages 459-507, Cases A-E) Brooks, Chapter 14 (Pages 725-728, Case 5) Hertzberg, Links to Point Pleasant Bridge Collapse (Due May 4, 2010)